Flashpoints along the Shamanic Timeline – revised in 2015
Age

Timeline Cycles

Intent

st

7 - 9.5
11 - 12

1 Saturn Square
st
Nodal Reversal - 1 Venus (8),
Vesta (7), & Mercury (7) Return
st
nd
1 Jupiter and 2 Vesta Return
Mercury Return age 13
Mars Return age 15

13 - 16
Saturn Opposition age 14-15
nd

18 - 22

23 - 24
27 - 30
31 - 33

36 - 38

40 - 42

43 - 46.5

2 Venus Return age 16
st
1 Nodal Return 18.6 to 19
Second Saturn Square 20-21
Uranus Square 21-22
Vesta Return age 18
2nd Jupiter Return
rd
3 Venus Return
Nodal Reversal 27-28
First Saturn Return 29-30
Closest Vesta Return (29)
Venus, Mars & Mercury
Returns
Jupiter Return age 36
Nodal Return 37.3 to 38
Saturn Square age 37
Pluto Square is moveable
Uranus and Neptune
th
5 Venus Return (age 40)
Mercury and Vesta Returns
Saturn opposition age 43
Mercury Return age 46
Nodal Reversal age 46.5
th

47 - 48

4 Mars Return age 47 (closest
at age 79)
th
4 Jupiter Return age 47
th
6 Venus Return age 48

50 - 52

Chiron Return
Saturn square Saturn
Mercury Return
Vesta Return age 51
rd

55 - 57
58 - 60
62- 64
65 - 66
72 - 73

3 Nodal Return
th
7 Venus Return age 56
nd
2 Saturn Return
th
5 Jupiter Return
Mercury (59) Vesta Return (58)
Uranus Square
Venus and Mars return
Saturn Square / Nodal Reversal
Venus & Jupiter Return
rd
3 Saturn opposition
th

A strong middle world activation including literal physical growth, Brain neuron-patterning more
solidified.
Time when the first visions of the future life as an adult may occur
The Mars return of Age 2 (terrible two) is the impulse to individuate – age 15 Mars return for a boy
incorporates the masculine archetype he is here to embody and for a girl is about experiencing a deep
and powerful impression of the masculine archetype she is learning about
The first Saturn Opposition - hormones are activated and another level of physical maturity is reached.
The first Venus return at age 8 does not include the hormonal changes of age 16 return and the Saturn
Opposition. At age 16 we see the first fully embodied Venus activation of goddess archetype for girls
and magical connection with feminine for boys.
First full alignment with original intent and the actual movement into adult life. Changes to structure
typically graduating from College new job moving…Strong resume point
Optimistic and progressive Implications unless dealing with other personal cycles.
Experiencing another octave of the Archetypal Feminine Expression
A double Saturn influence with the Nodal Reversal and Saturn Return. This is another Strong Middle
World Time representing maturation into True Adulthood and repolarization with life intent
This is when the orbits of Venus and Mars recalibrate near the same sign and degree near the Sun or
Solar Return (birthday). Mercury Returns near the birthday.
Jupiter, Saturn and Nodes are creating opportunity for expanding middle world structures that are
aligned with one’s destiny.
Pluto is a transformational Underworld Cycle and an opportunity to die to who we believe ourselves to
be so we can be reborn into a more authentic self-identity
These are double celestial generational cycles also linked with the so-called “mid-life crisis” cycles
This tends to be one of the most powerfully dramatic Venus returns for further activating the essence
of the Venus Archetype
Another level of physical maturity reaches a higher octave similar to what happened between age 1416. Powerful movement into a new phase of life.
th
The most precise Mercury Return of Life plus 6 month Nodal Reversal begins at 46 birthday
Referred to as the years of the “triple jackpot” These return planets are at their greatest strength –
recreating at a higher octave whatever the original aspects (predicament) are. This is opportunity to be
empowered by the teachings of the planets aspecting the return planets. If there are no dynamic
aspects then this is a more easily empowering time for integrating the archetypes of the Sacred
Feminine and Masculine as well as a youthening phase
These years represent the “return to zero point”. By age 52 you have played all 52 cards in the deck and
it’s a reset point. Chiron Return is about healing synthesis
Saturn Square is releasing the old structure, and setting up a new one.
Mercury Return recalibrates perception, cognition and communication. This is a time for letting go
what you think you know and being open to new possibilities
This is a “double jack pot” that expands one’s destiny and further activates the archetype of the
feminine in alignment with original intent. Creative Time when doors open to support soul’s purpose
Starting a whole new phase of life – if not living life purpose can feel old and finished
Two “This” World planets working together. A great time to move into the life expression you came to
live if not already or take it to higher octave if already doing it.
Uranus Square similar to age 20- 22 and opposition at 40-42. Venus and Mars return similar to age 32.
Another realignment with original intent and Saturn Square is higher octave of 36 to 37
Similar to age 24 only this time adding Saturn

74 - 76

4 Nodal Return

Magic Window near the Saturn, Jupiter and Venus Return

79 - 80

Mars, Venus & Vesta Return
th
Uranus and Jupiter (7 ) Return
Neptune Opposition and
rd
3 Saturn Return

Similar to age 47 to 48 without the Jupiter Return

82 - 88

This is a time for transcendent completion and activation of Celestial and Middle world Experiences
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